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Fire in Tower 4 displaces nearly 25
Falling candle causes fire, $SOK of damage
ROBYN SIDERSKY
StaffWriter

A fire in the Tower 4
apartment complex Friday
has displaced several students.
A candle in a third-floor
apartment was knocked over,
sparking a fire in the room
and setting off two alarms.
The building, which houses
about 500 students, was
immediately evacuated.

.Sexual Revolution

No one was seriously
injured. A police officer and a
student were treated for
smoke inhalation.
Most residents were able
to return to their apartments
early Saturday morning.
Assistant Director of UCF
News and Information Chad
Binette said that about 50 students weren't allowed back
into their rooms for most of
Saturday. That evening,
about half were allowed back

in, UCF News and Information reports. Most residents
will be able to return by
Wednesday, Binette said
Of those still left out, four
accepted UCF's offer to stay
in other rooms in the Towers.
The rest of the students
chose to stay with family or
friends.
The students in the room
where the fire occurred
PLEASE SEE

STUDENT ON A6

.

ROBYN SIDERSKY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Firefighters respond to a fire Friday night at the Tower 4 apartment complex. Acandle that
fell over in a third-floor apartment set fire to the room, forcing a temporary evacuation.

Cheaper
book bill
moves
forward
Bill gives more time
to find cheap books
ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

.

A bill that could make
textbooks more affordable
has been moving favorably
through the Florida House
and Senate.
The bill would give students more time to f"md the
lowest-possible price on
textbooks.
The bill would require
that community colleges and
universities post textbook
requirements on their Web
sites no fewer than 30 days
before the start of the term.
The list must include all relevant information necessary
to identify specific textbooks
for each course.
The bill would also prevent professors from receiving kickbacks for using certain publishers and certain
books.
Maria Pecoraro, UCF's
Student Government AssociPLEASE SEE

UCF ON A6

·Comic

book fans
~

protest
JEFF WEINER
Contributing Writer

On Saturday, Spider-Man,
The Punisher, Thor and various other Marvel Super
Heroes took to the streets in
protest.
Dressed to fight crime and
armed with megaphones and
cardboard signs, comic book
fans from across the Orlando
area met at A Comic Shop in
Winter Park to protest illegal
aliens - not from Mexico,
but from outer space.
Protesters in full superhero regalia waved signs
while chanting_ anti-alien slogans in an effort to attract the
attention of passersby and
promote awareness of the
fictional threat.·
"The actual intent is to
raise awareness for comics,"
PLEASE SEE
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News and rwti.ces for
the UCF community

CAB holds technology event
Campus Activities Board
will be holding an event titled
Xbox Game U Tour tonight
from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. in Room
316 of the Student Union.
Students will be able to
enjoy games, iPods and more
technology. For more information,
contact
cabevent@mail.ucf.edu.
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The Central Florida Fuwre is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnistand not necessarilythoseof the editorial staffor
the University administratiOll. All content is property of
the CentJrJ/ Florida Future and may not be reprinted In part
or in whOle without permission from the publisher.

AASU helps Children of the Nation
The African American Student Union will be accepting
school supplies and hygiene
products Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in front of the
Student Union.
The collections will be for
Children of the Nation. Supplies can also be taken to the
Multicultural ·Student Center
all month long.
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Opinions Editors

VUCF hosts Thinking Caps

Jeffrey Riley and
Tara Young x213

Volunteer UCF will be
holding Thinking Caps today
from 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. The
event is a tutoring program
that takes place every other
Monday.
Volunteers must meet at the
Visual Arts Building at 3:30
p.m. in order to carpool. For
more information, contact
\rucf_mentor@mail.ucf.edu.

opinions@(.entra/Floridafuture.com

Sports Editor
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Padrick Brewer x215
sports@(entra/Roridafuture.wm

Variety Editor
Jamie Salmasian x214
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With the foundatloll set,consltuaion wWbrs begin to bul1d the walls of what will be University Commons. The
75,000-square-foot shopping<Omplex ls~to be tompleted by fall 2008. It is within walking distance of the
jlegasus Landing community and the UCf campus and wi11 offer a aedlt union and shopping and dining units.

Commons location makirig six.
Like many business owners in the
area, Hibbard said 'b,e ~ counting on
student customers to secure the
store's success, He ;slid the nearby
Waterford Lakes location is currently the company's b\1$iest and he
expects similar result~ at the University Commons loe,~on. ~ an
incentive to prospective tanners,
Hibbard offers attractive promotions following a store's debut.
"Our grand openiijg special is
usually two weeks of t~g for
$10," Hibbard said, "and that goes

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Broward County man charged with
having sex with child in video
HALLANDALE BEACH Authorities say a 36-year-old
man has been charged with
having sex with a young girl in a
video .believed to have been
filmed five years ago.
A police report says
Matthew Kent Sheley was
arrested Friday on a charge of
sexual performance by a child.
Jail records show Sheley is
also being held on 11 counts of
possession of photographs of
sexual performance by a child.
Investigators are searching·
for the girl, who would be 12 to
14. The video was apparently
taken when the girl was 7 to 9
years old
Police say Sheley's face was
not seen in the videotape.
Authorities say he was identified as the adult in the videotape based on unique markings
on his body.
A jail official didn't know if
he has an attorney.

over pretty well."
One restaurant, Bagel Bagel Cafe,
bas tried for its own student-friendly
atmosphere. The company's motto is
·~ Place So Nice We Named It
Twice." The cafe will offer bagels,
sandwiches, soups and coffee.
The complex is under the oversight of Southern Management and
Development LP, a Boca Ratonbased property development firm.
The company manages both residential and commercial properties
throughout the Southeastern United
States.
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Eight teenagers arrested in
beating of Lakeland girl

RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com

LAKELAND
Eight
teenagers have been arrested
after filming the beating of
PLEASE SEE
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RayB@KnightNewspapers.com
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LET US KNOW

•

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be consid- ·
ered for the Around Canipus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture'.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition

Allison Haughton-Green, MD, FLAP
llo<rd Cried nPh)>idan

Weight Loss Program
.Approved for Adolescence
ages ten and above.

•

General Manager

"'UCF

LOCAL WEATHER
Today
CHANCE
T-STORMS

High:83°
Low:64°

Stands For Opportunity"'

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: A30-percent chance of showers before 11 a.m. Mostly cloudy.
North northwest wind between 5
and 15 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Northeast
wind around 10 mph.

MOSTLY SUNNY

Wednesday
CHANCE SHOWERS

High:82°
Low:63°
High:82°
Low:64°
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One free copy ofthe CentralFk>ridaFuture permitted
per issue. If available, additional copies may be
purchased from our officewith prior approval for $1
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and/or University discipline.
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GRAND OPENING
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\ Rejuvenation Medisp~
Weight Loss Center

•

Now offering the Candela GentleYag Laser for all
skin types. Our Laser features perrnan~rit hair
reduction/removal, treatment for spider veins,
wrinkle reduction and skin tightening.

.......iiiimlli.......

Lose 5.10 tbs the first week
lnd 16-20 lbs the first month
with 00'. medicallysupervlsed
weight loss pmgram.
•results are typiall but no! guatanteed

$25·® OFF
lnltlal Weight Loss Consllltatlon
&,,...~

FINANCING
AVAILABLE .
for both Laser Treatments
an·dwe·1ght Loss Program•
Dr. Allison Hau¢iton-Green
12780 Waterford Lakes Parkway
Orlando, FL 32828

407-207-0008

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Fore~ ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
ntives • Up to $15,000 tuition per year
1
r:cel de • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
me u : • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship pro9rams exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
( 407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

•

•

•

~I
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GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING ..
YOURS AND WHOEVE.RREADS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

;

\

Resume Writing and
Interviewing Techniques
Workshop f9r
,
\
International. Students
April 15 from 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Barbara· Ying Center
A representative from Career
Services will share tips on how
to make a lasting impression on
future employers.

Zr·· • ·

F~r more information contact ISC at (407) 823-2337 or visit www.intl.ucf.edu
~

~

<{"

,,

,

'"'.·"'
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Add Some Leadership & Adventure To Your Schedule! For more information,
contact Captain Adam Berlew, UCF Army ROTC, 407.823.2430 or visit www.army.ucf.edu today!

;

BUFFALO
DAVID

BITTON

Tube top. $48.
Denim shorts. $48.
Holter top. $78.
Twill shorts. $48.

)

Holter top. $48.
Twill shorts. $48.
Available at Florido Moll and
Seminole Towne Center.

APPLY TODAY!

Make Shopping More Rewarding

Earn Dillard's Reward Points
,
·
Every Ti me You Shop

$2 o

Receive

..

·The Style of Your .Life.
.

. ·

In Reward Certificates When You Open An Account

tSubject to credtl approval. Certificates for opeoing a Dillard's credtt card
accoont will arlive with the Dillard's Gard and expire 60 days from Issuance.
See credit applleatlon for Rewards prograrr1.$fms.

1
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another teen and threatening
to post the video on the Internet, sheriff's officials said
Victoria Lindsay was
attacked on March 30 by six
teenage girls when she
arrived at a friend's home, the
Polk County Sheriff's Office
said.
Two girls confronted Lindsay when she walked in,
yelling and threatening her,
an arrest report showed.
Another girl struck her in the
head several times and then
slammed her head into the
bedroom wall, knocking her
IAN WALTON POOL I ASSOCIATED PRESS
Police officers detain demonstrators along the route of the torch relay in London,
unconscious.
Sunday. Police scuffled with protesters as Olympians and celebrities carried the torch.
When she woke up, she
was on the couch in the living
Protesters scuffle with police
Hollywood legend Charlton
room surrounded by the six
during Olympic torch relay
Heston dead at 84
girls. The teens blocked the
LONDON
Police
LOS
ANGELES
door, held Lindsay down and
repeatedly scuffled with Charlton Heston, who won
began beating her, the report
protesters as Olympians the 1959 best actor Oscar as
said. Two teenage boys waitand dignitaries carried the the chariot-racing Ben-Hur
ed outsid~ the home as lookOlympic torch during a and portrayed Moses,
outs.
chaotic relay through Michelangelo, El Cid and
All eight were charged last
snowy London on Sunday.
other heroic figures in
week with battery and false
Demonstrators tried to movie epics of the '50s and
imprisonment, which are
board a relay bus after five- '60s, has died. He was 84.
third-degree felonies, the
time Olympic gold medalThe actor died Saturday
report said
night
at his home in Beverist
rower
Steve
Redgrave
Lindsay was taken to the
launched procession at ly Hills with his wife .Lydia
hospital by ambulance and
Wembley Stadium - pre- at
his
side,
family
treated for a concussion,
saging a number of clashes spokesman Bill Powers
damage to her left eye and left
with police along the said.
ear, and numerous bruises,
torch's 31-mile journey.
Powers declined to comthe report said.
In
west
London,
a
proment
on the cause of death
Lindsay's father said the
tester tried to . grab the or provide further details.
teens' motivation for the
torch out of the hands of a
"Charlton .Heston was
attack was to produce a video
TV presenter, forcing seen by the world as larger
that would become popular
police ·to briefly stop the than life. He was known for
on YouTube, a video-sharing
procession as officers his chiseled jaw, broad
Web site. But the mother of
detained the man. Another shoulders and resonating
one of the girls said that Linddemonstrator tried to snuff voice, and, of course, for the
say had provoked the other
teens by threatening and , out the flame with what roles he played," Heston's
appeared to be a fire extin- family said in a statement.
insulting them on MySpace, a
guisher.
"No one could ask for a
social networking Web site.
Others in the crowd fuller life than his. No man
The video and a transcript
threw themselves at torch- could have given more to
of the incident will be
bearers running past in his family, to his profession
released early this week, sherofficial
Beijing
2010 and to his country."
iff's spokesman Scott Wilder
Olympics tracksuits, surHeston revealed in 2002
told The Ledger of Lakeland.
rounded by a phalanx of that he had syniptoms conIt's not immediately clear if
security officials jogging sistent with Alzheimer's
the video was ever posted on
alongside them to protect disease, saying, "I must recthe Internet.
them - and the torch oncile courage and surrenfrom protesters.
.
der in equal measure."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
· The protests have forced
With his large, muscular
officials to make unsched- build, well-boned face and
uled changes to the relay sonorous voice, Heston
route, Metropolitan Police proved the ideal star during
said. Thirty people have the period when Hollywood
been arrested.
was filling movie screens
British Prime Minister with panoramas depicting
Gordon Brown briefly the religious and historical
What's in the news at
greeted the torch when it past. "I have a face that
colleges around the country
arrived outside his Down- belongs in another century,"
ing Street residence as pro- he often remarked.
Bill Gates: Latin America must
Publicist Michael Levine,
Tibet demonstrators and
invest more in education
police clashed yards away who represented Heston for
MIAMI BEACH - Latin
near Britain's Parliament about 20 years, said the
America can serve as a trainbuildings.
actor's passing represented
ing ground for solving masDemonstrators swelled the end of an iconic era for
sive health crises in Africa,
in number near the spot cinema
but to spur development in
where Chinese Ambas· the region, countries must
sador Fu Ying had been Officials enter temple on grounds
invest more in education, Bill
expected to carry the ofa polygamist compourid
Gates said Friday at the annuOlympic torch.
ELDORADO, Texas al meeting of the hemiInstead, Fu emerged Law enforcement agents
sphere's largest development
with the torch in the heart entered an enormous tembank.
of London's Chinatown, ple on .the grounds of a
The Microsoft Corp. chairmanaging to jog unhin- polygamist compound, but
man told Inter-American
dered before handing it by Sunday morning they
Development Bank President
over to the next partici- still had not found a 16Luis Alberto Moreno that he
year-old girl whose initial
pant.
believes as many as 12 major
Along the route, hun- report of abuse led to the
diseases, such as malaria, that
dreds of protesters chanted raid.
plague poor Latin American
"Free Tibet!" "Stop killing
More than 180 women
communities
could
be
in Tibet!" and "China, talk and children were taken
reduced or eliminated in the
to Dalai Lama!"
Friday and Saturday from
coming years through a comIn London's historic the compound built by folbination of public-private
Bloomsbury area, police lowers of polygamist leader
partnerships.
separated anti-China pro- Warren Jeffs, but Marleigh·
But to eradicate such distesters from flag-waving Meisner, a spokeswoman
eases, Latin America needs
Chinese. who turned out to for Child Protective Sermore technical know-how
support their nation and vices, said Sunday that
and that means better univerthe Olympics.
investigators were still trysities, Gates said. He noted
"There was definitely a ing to determine whether
that few, if any, Latin Ameribit of an edge," British ten- the girl who called authorican higher learning institunis player Tim Henman, ties last week was among
tions are ljsted among the
one of the torchbearers, them. ·
world's top universities.
told The Associated Press.
Many of the girls in the
The Bill and Melinda
Police Cmdr. Jo Kaye sect are related to one
Gates Foundation, based in
said the incidents were another and share similar
Seattle, is the world's largest
minor. "It's going tO be a names, Meisner said
philanthropic organization
long day, but the torch is
A busload of women
with an endowment of $38.7
progressing on schedule," were seen talking to law
billion as of Dec. 31. So far, it
Kaye told British Broad- enforcement and a lawyer at
has focused relatively little of
casting Corp. television.
a civic center early Sunday.
its efforts in Latin America
Palmer said Child ProBut Microsoft and the tech
Afghan president Karzai hints tective Services was !?till trybusiness in general is booming to identify the 16-yearat plans to run for 2nd term
ing in the region, up 20 perold, and it wasn't clear if she
KABUL, Afghanistan cent since last year, with more
Afghan President Hamid was among those being
than 23 million personal comKarzai is hinting that he interviewed or was even in
puters purchased in 2007,
may run for a second term. the area
according to Microsoft.
State troopers armed
Karzai told a news conOn Thursday, the foundaference Sunday that he has with a search warrant raided
tion announced a partnership
reached some of his goals the compound on Friday to
with the bank to provide $4
since being elected in 2004 look for evidence of a marmillion in aid to help disabled
but that there is still more riage between the girl, who
Latin Americans learn comallegedly had a baby at 15,
work left to be done.
puter skills. And on Friday,
He says he prays that the and 50-year-old Dale Barlow.
Gates signed a partnership
Under Texas law, girls
people of Afghanistan are
with the Spanish telecommuhappy with his time in younger than 16 cannot
nications group Telefonica
office and that they allow marry, even with parental
SA to expand its program of
him to "complete the work approval.
Internet-based
training,
Barlow's probation offithat I started - if they vote
teacher-to-teacher networks
cer told The Salt Lake Trifor me."
and content materials for
Karzai's term is sched- bune that he was in Arieducators across Latin Ameruled to end in 2009. He has zona. No arrests have been
ica
not
previously
said made.
whether he will stand for
re-election.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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REMEMBER:

All UCF students have access to the 11 convenient locations of
UCF Regional Campuses. We offer the same flexible schedules,
fully accredited programs, and excellent faculty you've come
to expect from UCF.

www.regionalcam.puses.ucf.edu
,
UCF Cocoa
In partnership with Brevard
Community College
321.433.7821

.

UCF Daytona Beach
In partnership with Daytona
Beach Community College
386,506.4021

:
:
:
:

UCF Heathrow
:
In partnership with Seminole :
Community College
407..531.5450

UCF Osceola
In partnership with Valencia
Community College
407.582.4190

:
:
:
:

:
:
;
:

UCF Leesburg
.
In partnership with LakeSumt~r Community College
352.536.2113

UCF Palm Bay
In partnership with Brevard
Community College
321.433.7838

: UCF South Orlando
: 407.856.6585

.

: UCF Ocala
• In partnership with Central
, Florida Community College
352.854.2322 ext. 1824

:
:
UCF Sanford/Lake Mary
:
In partnership with Seminole •
Community College
407.708.2471

UCF South Lake
In partnership with LakeSumter Community College
352.536.2113

UCF

UCF West Orlando
In partnership with Valencia
Community College
407.582.5500

Stands For Opportunity
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Lee Davis
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Tylor Delgado

Kevin Dupree
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Miriam ·Exantus
Elise Fernandez
Chelsea Gardner
Steven Goldstein
Caitlin Goskowicz ,
Ashleigh Guinn
Amanda Hepner
Steven Hughes .
Ryan locco
Alexander Kaplan
Michael Kilbride
Jessica Lam
Rena Lampka
Tiffany Lance
Kevin Lewitzke
Laura Lin
Jarett Morrow

Rupert Neish II
Jarrod Nelson
Piper Patterson
Christopher Peluso
Whitney Prevatt
Julie Primrose
David Rohrer
Marcus Sanderlin
Bryant Sells
Bryan Senisi
Kyle Simpson
Vincent Smith
Jonovan Stafford
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Stephen Tomas~tti
Gabriella Torres
Adam Tulp
Janelle Urquiola
Adrian Vallenilla
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Student, police officer treated for smoke inhalation
FROM Al

aren't expected to be able to
move back in for at least a
month.
Binette said the $50,000
of estimated damage was
mostly caused by water from
the fire sprinklers.
Not only will the building
have to be inspected for
water damage, but the electrical system will also have
to be checked.
Sophomore Jared Rubinoff, a resident of the second
floor, is one student who is
temporarily displaced.
"I went back in last night
and got some belongings,'' he
said, "and we can go back in
[Saturday] to get more stuff."
Rubinoff said his apartment was the only one on his
floor that was dry and none
of his belongings were damaged.
After the building was
evacuated, residents gathered in clusters in front of
the building.
"I was walking out, and
my RAs came flying down
the hall," said freshman
nursing
major
Mariel
Scaglione, a resident of the
third floor. "I saw smoke

pouring out of the room."
The smoke filled much of
the building, and residents
continued to smell smoke
after the incident.
Two of the windows in
the fire-filled apartment
were knocked out and 'later
replaced by wooden planks.
For the majority of Saturday, large trucks blocked the
courtyard entrance to the
building with equipment to
dry the carpeting on the first
·floor.
Despite the chaos of the
scene, the resident assistants
were commended by UCF
for keeping everyone calm
and informed.
"The resident assistants
were very helpful in evacuating the building [Friday],"
Binette said.
Rubinoff agreed. He said
he knew the RA who was on
duty and said he seemed to
know what he was doing.
The marketplace offered
free meals to the residents
affected by the fire.
Binette said cleanup is a
priority and a professional
water extraction company is
working on drying the
affected areas, which is
expected to take a few days.

R08Yt4 SIDERSKY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Most residents were able to return to their apartments on Saturday, but about 25 were unable to come back. Most affected areas will be ready by Wednesday, university officials said.
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UCF Senate approves of bill
Kossove said that the policy would take effect July 1
ation's
director
of and would be put in place by
governmental affairs, has February 2009. Students
been working to gain support would begin to see effects by
the summer.
for the bill in Tallahassee.
Students at UCF are tak"We need to make sure
our voice counts on every ing action to support the bill,
level of government," Peco- and SGA's Student Senate
passed
a
supportive
raro said
·
While students were vis- resolution this week:
"It sends a strong mesiting Tallahassee for UCF
Day at the Capitol, the bill sage that students support ·
was heard in the Higher textbook affordability,'' said
Education Committee of the SGA Sen. Patrick Stauffer,
who introduced the resoluSenate.
Not only were UCF stu- tion.
Student Body President
dents there to show support,
but several other universi- Brandie Hollinger ~upports
ties spoke before the com- the bill as well. She said the
mittee in support of the bill. unanimous vote by the
Representatives
from Higher Education Committee
Florida Community College said a lot about the student
of Jacksonville, Santa Fe voice.
If the bill passes its next
Community College, the
Florida Student Association hurdle, being heard by the
on
Higher
Inc. and Valencia Communi- Committee
Education Appropriations, it
ty College spoke as well.
The bill passed unani- will mean another step
mously through its first toward success.
The benefits to students
committee.
The bill was introduced would be learning what textin the house by Sen. Jeff books are required for their
classes earlier and finding
Atwater.
"While in Florida, we've the lowest-possible price
done a great job at keeping from multiple sources, not
tuition low, but textbooks just the university bookcan skyrocket," said Megan store.
Both undergraduate and
Kossove, one of Atwater's
graduate students could
legislative assistants.
FROM Al
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A Nintendo® Wir: •• or a Kaplan course?
Choose your prize with Kaplan's Work and Play Giveaway!'
50 winners will be chosen.

Enter at kaptest.com/workandplay by June 15th
TEST PREP AND
ADMISSIONS
'Test names are registered trademarks of thelr respective owners. tNO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR
CHANCES OF WINNING. VOIO IN QUEBEC ANO WHERE PROHIBITEO, TAXEO OR OTHERWISE RESTRICTED. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and Canada (excluding the Province of Quebec) and students residing on a student visa in these eligible JUrisdlctions who are

eighteen (18) years of age or older as of the date of entry. LIMIT: One enlry per person and email address. All entries must be sent electronically or postmarked
by June 15, 2008. For additional eligibility restrictions and instructions to enter, see the complete Official Rules, available at Kaplan centers and on-campus sites
In the U.S., Puerto Rico, and Canada, Online at kaptest.com/wort<andplay, or by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Kaplan Grad School Giveaway,
1440 Broadway, 9th Floor, New Yori<, NY 10018. Fifty (50) winners will be selected from all eligible entries received in a random drawing to be held on or about
July 18, 2008. Odds of winning depend on total number of eligible entrtes received. Participation In this promotion constitutes entrant's full and unconditional
agreement to and acceptance of the complete Official Rules. If you do not wish to receive no\jre of future Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions promotions, contact
the sponsor at Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions, Marketing Department. 1440 Broad\vay, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10018. PGR02081

benefit from the bill.
"For graduate students,
it's pretty expensive, and
knowing in advance is
important for graduate students," said Patrick Walsh,
vice president of the Graduate Student Association.
Christina Trexler, the gradate affairs coordinator for
SGA and the secretary for
GSA, said that although textbooks are not as much of an
issue for graduate students, •
she still supports it and
understands the importance
of the bill.
Junior molecular and •
microbiology major Kevin
Morrison said he is also in
support of the bill.
.
"If you have the book earlier, you can study. You can
be a month ahead of your
courses,'' Morrison said. "A
lot of students now, their
grades hurt because they
refuse to pay that much for
books. They wait to get J
lower prices, and their
grades hurt."
Ultimately, it's still up to
the students whether they
want to take advantage of
the extra time to find more
affordable books.
"I think kids will definite- c.
ly, if given the opportunity,
purchase the cheaper book,"
Morrison said.
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7:30pm (event) and 9:00pm (movie)
CAB Cinema, UPI, and the UCF
Arena present a night of great food,
interactive gaming, a.Q.d a free viewing of "Sweeney Tod . ' outside the
UCF Arena (Rain loGifion,. Cape
Florida 316CD)·

Doors open at 7: 30pm
CAB Special Events Presents
Hypnotist and Comedian, "Tom.
DeLuca'' in the Pegasus Ballroom
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, Protester: 'Skrulls 1.GAYla looks at current gay issues
don't have souls'
FROM

~
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said Aaron Haaland, owner of
A Comic Shop and the organizer of Saturday's protest. "It
might be something where
people think it's about illegal
immigrants."
The event was designed to
promote Marvel's new comic
series, called The Secret Invasion. The series, which
debuted earlier this month,
centers around the Skrulls, an
alien species that has infi.1.trated the superhero ranks,
endangering humans and
superheroes alike.
"A Skrull is a shapeshifting alien," explained
Marvel Comics Editor-inChief Joe Quesada in a recent
interview. "Skrulls are hiding
amongst us. They've taken
over world governments.''
The eight-part series
chronicles the war between
the Marvel Super Heroes and
the Skrulls, who can impersonate the heroes and steal
their powers.
"The idea of the Skrulls is
paranoia. You don't know
who to trust," Haaland said.
"They're in£iltrating the Marvel Universe in a real way.
They're ·trying to take over,
conquer and replace the
heroes."
Protester Kyle Hamilton
expressed the animosity that
he and his fellow protesters
~eel toward the alien menace.
"Skrulls are scum," Hamilton said. "Skrulls are worse
than that little white stuff that
gets on the corners of your
mouth on a hot summer day.
Skrulls don't have souls."
The protest, which took
place at the comic shop on
South Semoran Boulevard
and University Boulevard,
drew the attention of shoppers and passing cars, many
of whom honked and waved
to show their support for the
protest.
·

Despite his insist~nce that
the rally was purely nonpolitical, Haaland pointed out the
connection between the fictional problems of the Marvel
Universe and political issues
in the real world.
"The Marvel Universe has
always been more connected
to real issues," Haaland said.
"It's always been a more realistic universe than other
forms of pure escapism.';
This event was Haaland's
second organized protest.
The first protest, which took,
place last year, was intended
to combat the fictional
"Superhero Registration A.ct"
put forth by the U.S. Congress in the Marvel Universe.
"People thought it was an
anti-Iraq War protest," Haaland said.
A local production company filmed the event ,for a
mock documentary. Documentary cameras followed a
fake news reporter, who
questioned the protesters ,as
if they actually lived in the
Marv'el Universe.
The superhero fans faced
strong opposition to their
protest. Other comic fans,
covered in green face paint
and brandishing pro-Skrull
signs, rained insults on the
hero supporters.
Skrull supporters shouted
slogans at their opponents,
ranging from "Skrulls forever" to "It's not easy being
green.''
More than 100 of the
store's customers pledged
their support for the protest.
"It's kind of got a life of its
own," Haaland said.
The superhero protesters
remained firm in their hatred
of the Skrulls.
"They just come here to
ruin our planet," Hamilton
insisted. "Skrulls are evil, and
they need to go back to their
home. No jobs for Skrulls.
Nothing for Skrulls,"
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dent Jessica Osborn.
"We are still considered second-class citizens, and we want people
to come out and be OK gay or straight," Osborn
said.
This year's GAYia
moved from campus,
where it was originally
held at the Fairwinds
Alumni Center, to Revolution Nightclub to help
support the Orlando community, Osborn said.
"We like to work with
the community, especially
gay-owned
establishments like Revolution,"
Osborn
said.
"They
offered to pay for a large
portion of this event."
This year, Osborn said
they hoped to have a bigger turnout and a stronger
alliance of students. ·
"[GLBSU] is really
growing.
We've
had
record-breaking numbers
of students involved this
past year," Osborn said.
Matt Patterson, a sophomore accounting major
and webmaster of GLBSU
was also pleased to see
the recognition the club
has received during the
previous year.
"We just really want to
continue to reach out to
people who haven't been
able to reach out to us,"
Patterson said. "GA.Yla is
just one way we can do
that.''
Justin Wiese, a junior
mechanical engineering
major, said he's happy to
return to GAYia for its
second year.
"I just love dressing
up," Wiese said. "And I'm
just here to have some
fun.''
· The GAYia event was
modeled after a real high
school prom, and encouraged students to dress in
semi-formal to formal
attire. Besides offering a

dance floor and free
food, the GAYia event
also hosted two shows
with trans gender performers seen from past
Diva Invasions, another
GLBSU event usually held
during fall semester.
"I took my girlfriend at
the time to my high
.school prom, but I was
never affectionate in publie.,'' Osborn said. "But
that prom wasn't catered
· towards my needs.''
Last year's event drew
more than 300 people to
the Alumni Center. In
· addition to guest performances at the '07
prom, which included the
Orlando Gay Chorus, The
House of Adonis and DJ
Jason Jensen of Gay Internet Radio Live, a prom
king and queen were
announced and claimed
their coveted crowns.
·ucF alumnus Joe
Saunders, a Central Florida field organizer for
Equality
Florida,
a
statewide advocacy and
education organization,
addressed GAYia attendees on UCF's non-discrimination policy, last
year.
The policy prohibits
discrimination on the
basis of race, sex, national
origin, religion, age, disability, marital status,
parental status or veteran's status and· does not
include sexual orientation
or gender identity.
UCF adopted changes
to those policies in 2007.
Osborn
said
that
GAYia strives to give gay
and lesbian students the
chance to have the prom
they should of had in high
school.
"Everything is much
more open at UCF," said
Winstead. "No one cares
about what you do, but
about what you can do.''
Staff Writer Zaileen
Roach contributed to this
report.

GREGORYTERRITO I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

GAYia guests had the opportunity to have professional prom photos taken at Revolution
Nightclub. The event aims to create a real prom experience by mimicking a high school prom.
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Bush, Putin -m eet for last titlle over mi~ile defense
TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

SOCIIl, Russia - President
Bush and Russian President
Vladimir Putin failed to overcome sharp differences over a
U.S. missile defense system,
closing their seven-year relationship Sunday still far apart
on an issue that has separated
them from the beginning.
Bush also conferred with
Putin's hand-picked successor,
Dmitry Medvedev, but did not
claim gaining any insight into
his soul, as he had with Putin
upon their first encounter. He
pronounced Putin's protege "a
straightforward fellow" and
said he was eager to work with
him.
Putin wa5 asked whether lie
- or Medvedev, the presidentelect - would be in charge of
Russia's foreign policy after
May 7, when Putin steps down
as president and is expected to
be named prime minister.
Putin . said Medvedev
would be in charge and would

represent Russia at the Group
of Eight meeting of industrial
democracies in July in Tokyo.
"Mr. Medvedev has been one
of the co-authors of Russia's
foreign policy," Putin saj.d.
"He's completely on top of
things."
National Security Adviser
Stephen Hadley, when asked
later whether he thought Putin
actually was going to cede
authority on Russian foreign
policy to Medvedev, said, "My
guess is that these two men
who have worked very closely
together for now almost two
decades will have a very collaborative relationship. That
seems to be a good thing, not a
bad thing."
Hadley, who spoke with
reporters aboard Air Force One
on the way home to Washington, also said he didn't see any
prospect of a breakthrough on
missile defense before Bush
leaves office next January.
"They can leave that to their
prospective successors," he
said.

PABLO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS I ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Bush, left, laug~s while meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin at the Bocharov Ruchei, Sunday in Sochi, Russia.

At their 28th and presumably fmal meeting as heads of
state, Bush and Putin sought to
emphasize their good personal

pally missile defense and
NATO's eastward expansion.
Russia remains adamantly opposed to the expansion
of the alliance into its backyard, .an enlargement that
Bush has actively championed over Putin's vocal
objections.
The Soehl meeting came
just days after NATO leaders
agreed at a summit in Romania to invite Albania and
Croatia to join the alliance.
However,
the
alliance
rebuffed U.S. attempts to
begin the process of inviting
Ukraine and Georgia, _both
former Soviet republics, to
join, although their eventual
admission seems likely.
Putin called the U.S. missile plan - which envisions
basing tracking radar sites in
the Czech Republic and
interceptors in Poland - the
hardest of U.S.-Russian differences to reconcile. "This
is not about language. This is

relations, praising each other
extensively. But they also both
acknowledged
remaining
strong disagreements, princi-

not about diplomatic phrasing or wording. This is about
the substance of the issue,"
he said.
Bush reiterated his insistence that the plan designed to intercept and
destroy approaching ballistic missiles at high altitudes
- should not be viewed as a
threat to Russia. In a clear
reference to Iran, he said the
system would help protect
Europe from "regimes that
could try to hold us
hostage."
He blamed opposition to
the plan to lingering Cold
War fears.
The two leaders did issue
a-joint statement on missile
defense as part of a "strate~
gic framework" to guide
future relations between
Washington and Moscow.
The statement outlined
timeworn U.S. and Russian
positions but also held out
the prospect for future cooperation, perhaps on a joint
system. That, said Putin, represents "certain progress."
"If we manage to achieve
this kind oflevel of coopera-.
tion on a global missile
defense system. this will be
the best kind of result for ·
our preceding efforts," h
said.
•
Bush bristled at ~journal
ist's question that -suggeste
the two leaders were merel
"kicking the can down th
toad" on the vexing i.S~ue.
The two sides also agree
to "develop a legally bindin
arrangement following exp·
ration" in December 2009
the strategic arms limitatio
treaty (START). Their jo·
declaration noted the "su
stantial reductions alread
carried out" under that pa '
which they said was
important step in reducin
the number of deploye
nuclear warheads.

Depressed?
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•
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Feel Sad, Worthless or Guilty?
Trouble Eating or Sleeping?
No Motivation?
Difficulty Concentrating?
Feeling Downhearted br Blue?

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you m ight be
Interested in a -research study for adults, 18-70, who experience
depression. If you qualify, all study-related care and medication
will be provided, at no cost, and you will be compensated for
time and travel, up to $950. As always, there is never an ovE'.lr
night stay; and health insurance·is not required. Call to0ay to
speak to a qualified professional who can schedule your no
cost appointment within two to ·t hree days.

Switch to America's Most Reliable Wireless· Network~
free Shipping:

Call 1.888.640.8776

Click verizonwireless.com

Vis·t any store""
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ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

KISSIMMEE

MERRITT ISLAND

440 E. Altamonte
Springs Dr.
407-831-4664

1340 W. Osceola Pkwy.,
Ste. 101
407-343-0516

Merritt Island Square Mall
next to Sears
321-454-3211

DAYTONA BEACH

LADY LAKE

OCOEE

2298 W. lntemational
Speedway
386-226-8000

870 N. Hwy. 27/4111, Ste. G.
352-350-2861

GAINESVILLE

Lake Square Mall Kiosk
near Food Court
352-787-2449

West Oaks Mall
in front of Bath
& Body Works
407-290-0000

Oaks Mall Kiosk
next to Gator Mania
352-331-0379

KIRKMAN
3120 S. Kirkman Rd.
407-294-2515
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MELBOURNE
1406 W. New Haven
321-984-0320

ORANGEOTY

1169 Saxon Blvd_,
Ste. 100
386-774-1822

ORLANDO

2914 E. Colonial Dr.
407-894-5770

7720 S. Orange
Blossom Trail
407-851-9040

OVIEDO

8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
407-365-4949

SANFORD
Seminole Towne
Center Kiosk 2nd Floor
407-320-1949
1615 Rinehart Rd. #107
407-321-0186

WATERFORD LAKES
626 N. Alafaya Tri.,
Ste. 109
407-823-7751
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3107 Daniels Rd.,
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THE UNl·VERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
ANNOUNCES A PUBLIC FORUM:

"Your Environment,
My Environment:
A Fight for Survival"
A presentation by:

, JOHN PASSACANTANDO
-

·Executive.DJ-rector, Greenpeace
Foun~er

U~A

of Ozone Action and Former Executive

Director, Florence and John .• Schumanrt Foundation

WEDNESDAY; APRIL 9, 2008
1:00 p".m. to 2:30 p.m.
Student Union,
Cape Florida. Ballroom
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\ Thurs.aav
Undergraduate students are invited to submit original
research manuscripts to UCF' s own multidisciplinary
academic iournal. Collaborative student research welcome!
Why
../
../
../

Submit?
_
Get an edge on graduate school admission
Gain valuable publishing experience
Expand your resume

DON'T DELAY!
SUBMIT TODAY!
Find out how at:

A chance for
students to discuss
career opportunities

'7\prit 1oth' '2008

9:00am-12:30pm .
" Loe ated i rl ·tfle
Education
~Com~tex

with sch

Gym

l 21 Bring up-toLdate resumes!

.

. Business attire required.
· ,~~~
Men: A suit, dress shirt with tie, and dress .s'h~
Women: A sk,frt or pant suit, blouse and dress~es
appropriate hosiery.
·
· !! 7-'>
*Students wearing capri pants, sneakers, sandals, flip fl~pli, slides, slippers, h
shorts, denims, or t-shirts will not~ admitted iQtO ~~e event.*

www.URJ.ucf.edu
.
'

•
•

Sponsored By Career Services and
The Colle e of Education
Office of
Undergraduate
Research

~UCF
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BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The negatives continued to outweigh the positives for the UCF
Baseball team this weekend in
Houston. They got their best pitching performance in the post three
weeks on Friday, but a continued
lack of timely hitting and a penchant for defensive mistakes ultimately led to the Knights dropping
the first two games of their series
against the Cougars, 5-3 and 10-1.
The losses extended UCF's losing
streak to six.
UCF head coach Jay Bergman
said before the series that his team
needed a starting pitcher to go
seven innings, as to take some pressure off a tired bullpen. The Knights
got that type of outing from Kyle
Sweat in the series opener. He made
it through seven innings, allowing
nine hits, one walk: and striking out
four batters. Sweat did give up five
runs,· but only three were earned
after UCF's defense fell apart in the
fourth inning.
"Pitched great, couldn't ask for
anything more," Bergman said

SCORE RECAP

UCF
HOUSTON

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
THE NUMBERS GAME
Entering Sunday, the Knights were riding a
six-game losing streak.They have not scored
more than four runs in any ofthose games,
and had given up at least 10 runs in four of
those contests.

3
5

."' ......... " ............. ·--· ...... .

UCF
HOUSTON

SIX DEGREES OF DISAPPOINTMENT
UCF's six-game losing streak is the team's
third longest since entering Division Ibaseball
in 1985.

1
·10

CAN'T FIND THE CLUTCH
Entering Sunday, the Knights were just 10 for
their last 53 with runners in scoring position.

'

ONDECK
The Knights will resume conference play this
weekend when they host Memphis. Until
then, UCF will take on two rivals: South
Florida and Stetson. UCF will face the Bulls on
Tuesday and meet the Hatters on Wednesday.
Both games are slated to start at 6:30 p.m.

·~·"••1"'•••••••"•!1•••••••.-p,·•····•·11

about Sweat in a press release.
"Seven innings and did everything
we asked out of him. He did a great
job. He kept the ball inside and got
them out that way.... We just didn't
make plays. When you don't make
plays, it's hard for anybody to win
on the mound."
The Cougars scored a couple of
runs in the bottom of the first and
took a 2-0 lead into the fourth. With
a runner on first with one out, Zak

Presley reached on a fielding error
by first baseman Shane Brown,
which should have been the inning's
second out. Instead, it put Cougars
on first and second with still one
out.
Blake Kelso followed with an
RBI double down the right-field line
to extend Houston's lead to 3-0.
Third' baseman Stephen Branca
handled a ground ball from Jake
Stewart to keep the runners at second and third with two outs, but the

next hitter, Bryan Pounds, hit a ball
Branca's way that represented a
microcosm of the Knights' past six
games.
Pounds hit a grounder to Branca,
which he couldn't handle. He then
compounded a fielding error by
throwing the ball past Brown, allowing both unearned runs to score.
The Knights started to respond
in the sixth inning with runners on
PLEASE SEE

COUGARS ON At3

..

'-'
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HOUSTON 5 I UCF 1

Cougars end UCF streak
MELISSA HEVBOER
Editor-in-Chief

SHANNA FORTIER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF pitcher Allison Kime pitched 7 innings in the Knights' 5-1 loss to~ouston on Saturday.
Kime struc't.out 7 in the game but allowed 9 hits and 4 earned runs rn the loss.
·{

For 13 games, the UCF Soft- •
ball team was nearly perfect.
But, even perfect teams must
fail every once and awhile. For
the Knights, Saturday was that
time.
UCF lost for the first time in
13 games against Conference
USA rival and the No.9 team in
the country, Houston.
The Knights' 5-1 loss was only
the sixth time this season they
have lost by more than · three
runs.
Pitcher
Allison
Kime
· received the loss for the
Knights, pitching seven innings,
giving up nine hits and striking
out seven Cougar batters.
Houston jumped on top by
scoring two runs in the top half
of the second inning.
Jennifer Klinkert was hit by a
pitch to open the inning and
quickly advanced to second on a
wild pitch from Kime. The next
batter, Laurie Wagner, singled
up the middle t~ drive in
Klinkert. One out li:iter, pitcher

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
SNAPPING STREAKS
The loss to Houston ended both UC~s 13game winning streak and Allison Kime's
11-game streak.
ONE AND DONE
The one run the Knights scored was the
lowest total they have scored since their
2-0 loss to the UAB Blazers on March 15.

Angel Shamblin singled to score
Wagner.
Shamblin held the Knights
scoreless through four, but UCF
was able to cut the lead to 2-1 in
the bottom of the fifth.
Kime started off the inning
with a single to third base and
advanced to second on a Cat
Snapp ground out.
Lindsey Dean followed with
another ground out, but Abby
McClain kept the inning alive by
doubling down the left-field line
to score Kime from second
The score remained.. 2-1 until
the Cougars broke tlie game

DRIVING LANE
Tiffany Lane had two hits in the loss to
Houston on Saturday. Lane's .293 average
after the loss is the best of all the
freshman on the team.
WILDIN' OUT
UCF will take on the Bethune-Cookman
Wildcats tomorrow at 5 p.m.

wide open in the top of seventh
with three runs off of four hits,
including a double from Shamblin.
The Knights made one last
attempt to even the score in the
bottom of the seventh but were
retired in order.
Game two of Saturday's doubleheader was moved to Sunday
due to inclement weather.
The Knights and Cougars
finished their three-game series
with a doubleheader Sunday,
but results weren't available at
press time. See r,,Wednesday's
issue of the Futur"l'! for a recap.
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Tennis is tops in Tenn. Juniors qualify for regionals
PADRICK BREWER

Knights win two
while in Memphis

Sports Editor

ALLEN LEVIN
Contributing Writer

With Final Four buzz
swirling in Memphis, Tenn.,
the UCF Women's Tennis
team knew it would be easy to
get distracted. But coming offa
tough loss to Wisconsin on
March 23, the Knights stayed
focused and responded by
sweeping its Memphis matches against UAB and the host
Tigers.

>

UCFs first match was Friday against the Blazers. It was
stormy outside, but the
Knights (10-8) had no problems indoors as they came out
with a 4-0 victory.
Doubles began with Anna
Yakimchenkova and Kenza
Belbacha defeating the Blazers' Jenny Cape and Seden
Soyalp at the No. 3 spot 8-4.
Kyla McNicol and Jenny Frisell
sealed the doubles win at the
No. I spot with a 9-8 triumph.
The singles matches went
very similar for the Knights as
they won· each of the three
matches that finished without
dropping a set.
At the No. I spot, Frisell
won 6-2, 6-2.
Elvira Serrot earned victory
. in her match at the No. 2 spot
6-2, 6-3 while McNicol cruised
to victory in her match 6-1, ·6-3
at the No. 3 spot. The sweeping
victory along with the change
of scenery to ari µidoor court
made for quite a day for the
Knights.
"We did a great job for playing in such unusual circum-

CAITLIN BUSH I CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

UCF's Jenny Frisell beat UAB's Evelien Strijker 6-2, 6-2 in .the Knights' 4--0 win over the
Blazers on Friday.She did not finish her match Saturday although she was up 6-2,5-3.

NEWSTONOTE
FINISHING UP
The Knights end their regular season
when they take on Stetson on Friday
at 2 p.m. at the UCF Tennis co.mplex.

stances," UCF head
coach
Stephanie Nickitas said ''The
girls did a great job of adapting
to an indoor court. They competed in the highest level I've
ever seen them play, and they
took care of business."
UCF's second match in
Memphis was against the
Tigers themselves on Saturday. The Knights once again
took care of business with
another 4-0 triumph.
The doubles team of
Yakimchenkova and Belbacha
claimed their 5th straight
match at the No. 3 spot With an
8-2 win. Kyla McNicol and
Jenny Frisell also won again

with an 8-5 victory at the No. 1
spot.
Singles, once again, proved
to be easy for the trio of
McNicol, Yakimchenkova and
Belbacha. They all won their
matches with dominating performances against their Memphis opponents.
After
the
weekend
shutouts, the Kiii.ghts could
say they didn't let the hype and
excitement of the Final Four
get in their path. But they
could sure feel it in the atmosphere.
''You could tell the city is
going nuts," Nickitas said ''It's
all over the radio and TY, but
we didn't get to see anything
crazy because there was no
free time."
The Knights will wrap up
their regular season with a
home match against Stetson
on Friday. The match is scheduled to start at 2 p.m. at the
UCF Tennis Complex.

NEWSTONOTE

Another meet meant
CRUISIN'CURSOE
more broken school records
UCF's Olinka Cursoe set a personal
and two regional qualificarecord in the 400-meter hurdles on
tions for the UCF '!rack and
Friday
with a ~ime of 1:04.43.
Field team.
UCF spent Friday and
T.G.l.F.
Saturday in Gainesville for
On the first day of the meet, the
the Pepsi Florida Relays, and
Knights set five personal records and
juniors Shantile Blackburn
two event records.They won the shot
and Dione Thomas captured
the Knights' first two NCAA · put and had one regional qualifier.
regional qualifications of the
GROUP EFFORT
season.
The
Knights broke a school record in
With her scorching time
the sprint medley relay on Saturday
of 2:09.57 in the 800-meter
with a time of3:57.55.
run
Friday,
Blackburn
became just the second Conference USA athlete to qualify for the regionals in that 100-meter hurdles with a
event this season.
time of 14.07. NcNeill ran the
Thomas recorded her 1,500 meters in 4:47.57.
personal best in the triple ·
LaKendra Thames and
jump Saturday, in which her Virginia Traynor both had
leap of12.46 meters was good season bests in the shot put.
enough for fourth place.
Saturday, pole vaulter
Thomas' jump was the best Brittney
McDermott
for an athlete from a Florida reached a personal best of3.2
school.
meters and Elizabeth Miller
Blackburn and Thomas had a personal-best time of
also teamed up Friday to 11:22.61 in the 3,000-meter
break two school records.
steeplechase.
Blackburn's run in the
"This was a very good
800-meters was the best in track meet for us, and we're
school history, breaking her _.looking forward to building
own record of 2:10.73, which on this," head coach Caryl
she set at the Hurricane Invi- Smith Gilbert said Saturday
tational in March.
in a press release. "We'll be
Thomas also broke a ready to go to M iami next
school record. She came in weekend to try to get more
20th in the 100-meter dash, regional-qualifying marks
and her time of 11.83 was and personal bests."
more than 10th of a second
The Knights' next meet is
faster than Latoya Green's Saturday in Thllahassee for
previous record
the Florida State Invitational.
Sprintei: Victoria Chin It is the last meet in the state
and middle-distance runner of the Florida for the Knights
Kelly McNeill both had per- until May 10, when UCF will
sonal bests Friday.
host the UCF Twilight InviChin finished 17th in the tational.

Achievement:

a....i::::...._~__J

Blackbum qualified
for the regionals on
Fridaywith a 2:09.57
time inthe 800meter dash at the
Pepsi Florida Relays.

Achievement:
Thomas' leap of
12.46 meters put her
into the regionals.
Her jump was tops
among athletes from
Florida schools.

TWO MEN AND A TRUCK.
"Movell; WhQ Core."
f(l

~

Movers/Drivers ~
Grow with us. Largest local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
individuals to earn up to $12/hr or more
with tips as a Mover/Driver. We offer
benefits, monthly bonuses & paid vacation.
FT & PT positions available. Get all the
details and apply in person:

PALMER
HOMES
NEW TOWN.HOMES NEAR.CAMPUS
STARTING AT $168,400
1,500 SQfT. LIV ING - 3BR 2.SB - EN C LOSED
' GARAGE - SECURITY SYSTEM - N EW A PPLIANC ES
INCLUDING WASH ER AND DRYER.
ALL CLOSING COST S PAI D !

•

·IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
\!A!A][Thf@l]~~
OOQJ~UECD

@TIJ!illJr1Nb ~ <?illJ11'C~J1IOOXD

CALL FRANK O'BRIEN

406-456-0547

· MODEtS OPEN DAILY

,lNl:Jl~l

__...._____-...-------'-"--=-=1000 Alo~a Av~e-~n-ue-----SafeStor
l
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. Winter Park, FL 32792
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If you need extra income, it's
time to look for a job. Search
loca.1part-time jobs on ·

Orlando entin I.com
and earn some extra money
to play with.

Just go to

rlandoS ntlnel.com
('. .

and click Jobs!

OrlandoSentinel.com
11;\

..

CVS/pharmacy now offers

Jnkjet Cartridge Refills.
.

.

l)

High-quality ink
@Up to 50% cost savings
o Ready in minutes

@

black ink

smart

<>

\thinking·

·color ink

$
•-

Just bring your empty cartridge to your
local CVS/pharmacy photo center
located at 4974 North Alafaya Trail.. 1
We refill all major inkjet cartridge bran~s.
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Tulsa wirts two at home to secure first CBI title
JEFF LATZKE

the left side to give Tulsa a
60-59 edge with 2:24 to play,
and Uzoh followed by going
TULSA, Okla - One by l-for-2 at the foul line.
one, Tulsa's players climbed a
Bradley had two chances
ladder to cut down their own to tie it at the other end, but
portion of the nets.
Jeremy Crouch missed a
It wasn't to commemorate jumper and a tip-in attempt
a trip to the Final Four or a by Theron Wilson also was
conference championship, off target. .Earls got fouled on
but the feeling from college the rebound and hit both of
basketball's newest postsea- his free throws to stretch the
son tournament was still lead to four.
filled with the same level of
Brett McDade hit two
joy.
more foul shots after a
Remnants of a sellout missed 3-pointer by Daniel
crowd chanted "T-U! T-U!" Ruffin, the point guard from
and cheered with each snip Bradley's team that upset
of the nets as the Golden Kansas and Pittsburgh in the
Hurricane celebrated a 70-64 2006 NCAA tournament, and
win over Bradley on Friday Tulsa hit enough free throws
night and the first ever cham- after that to clinch its third
pionship of the College Bas- postseason tournament title.
ketball Invitational.
The team was presented
"It's been a long season, with a crystal trophy and a
but it is great to win any kind baru;ler to hoist in the rafters
of championship," senior Rod alongside ones commemo- .
Earls said. "I'm going to miss rating the school's NIT
playing with these guys."
championships in 1981 and
Third-year Tulsa coach 2001.
Doug Wojcik pumped his fist
"CBI, NIT, NCAA, it didn't
repeatedly and mouthed really matter to me," forward
"Thank you" during his time Calvin Walls said. "I said,
atop the ladder, the culmina- 'You know, if we're going to
tion of a groundswell of sup- be in this tournament, it gives
port created by his team's us an opportunity to go out
participation in the CBI.
there and show people what
"The energy in the build- we could do and how good of
ing, the fans, the excitement, a.. team we are and that we
the enthusiasm, that's why could win a championship,
you do what you do as a no matter what tournament it
coach," Wojcik said "This is a was."'
special moment in my life
Ea91 game of the best-ofand hopefully a lot ofpeople's three championship series
lives in this building tonight was won by the home te·a m,
that they'll never forget."
and Tulsa had its second sellBen Uzoh scored 17 points out crowd of the season at the
and Tulsa (25-14) rallied after Reynolds Center to create a
falling behind 16-2 to make it raucous atmosphere. Fans
a drama-filled game fitting of from the student section
a championship.
stormed the court at the final
Earls hit a 3-pointer from buzzer.
Associated Press

•

•

SHANE BEVEL I ASSOCIATED PRESS

University ofTulsa forward Calvin Walls drive5 against Bradley's Matt Salley during the Golden Hurricane's 73-68 win on March 31. Tulsa
beat Bradley 70-64 Friday to win the inaugural College Basketball Invitational. Walls finished with 14 points and 5 rebounds in the game.

Walls and Earls each
scored 14 points in their final
collegiate game, and tournament MVP Jerome Jordan
added 11 points, 12 rebounds
and eight blocks for the Golden Hurricane.
Wilson led Bradley (21-17)
with 17 points, Andrew Warren scored 14 and Ruffin
addedlO.
"Other than the loss, it is a
great way for our seniors to
stow away in their memory
bank college basketball,"
Braves coach Jim Les said.
"For our young guys, it is only
going to benefit them as we
head into next season."
Tulsa, which was ahead of
at-large NIT selections
Nebraska and Minnesota in

the NCAA'.s omcial RPI ratings,
felt it was deserving of a bid in
the older tournament but
embraced the chance to return
to the postseason. The program had fallen on hard times
after a decade-long run that
included eight NCAA tournament bids, the last one coming

in 2003, and Wojcik was
brought in after back-to-back
nine-win seasons.
"Coming in, I just saw the
history of the program. It was
NCAA toumam~nt . after
NCAA tournament. I didn't get
to experience that early but
coach came, the wins started

stacking up and here we are
now," said senior Brett
McDade. "I think they're going
to keep rising. Next year, I
know they're looking to go to
NCAA tournament.''
"It's just great to be part of
the foundation."
After a surprising run to the
Conference USA championship game, the team's
momentum built and average
attendance for the CBI was
higher than the regular season.
Game 3 attracted the first sellout crowd in several years for
an opponent outside the top 10.
Memphis drew a sellout earlier
this season, and Oklahoma and
Gonzaga also filled every seat
for games in the past four years.
On one possession at the
end of· a 5-minute, second-half
stretch that featured 11 lead
changes, the crowd of 8,455 was
loud enough that Wojcik's team
couldn't hear him hollering
instructions from the end of the
floor in front of the Tulsa
bench.
"This is priceless for us,"
Wojcik said "This tournament,
for people like Bradley and for
people like Tulsa, it is the best
thing going. We would both
have been in the NIT anyway
had that not changed, and this
is better because we've been
able to play on home courts."

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF pitcher Kyle Sweat provided the longest outing from a Knights pitcher in the past 13 games when he pitched 7 innings in the
team's 5-3 loss to Houston on Friday. He gave up 9 hits, 4 walks and S runs, although only 3 were earned. He also had 4 strikeouts.

Cougars' bats explode
for 7 runs in 4th inning
FROM A10

•

second and third base with
two outs. Tyson Auer singled
to right field, scoring Brown,
and then Robert Lara singled
to left, scoring Chris Duffy, to
cut UCF's deficit to 5-2. But
Auer ended any sort of continuing rally for the Knights
when he was thrown out trying to go to third off of Lara's
hit.
The Knights don't need
bad base-running to add to
their problems; they have
plenty as is. Until Auer's RBI
single, UCF was 9 for its last
48 with runners in scoring
position. The Knights put at
least one runner on base in
seven of the nine innings, but
Houston starting pitcher Wes
Musick was able to limit the
damage over 6.2 innings
pitched. He allowed seven
hits and four walks, but
allowed just two runs and
struck out eight Knights.
Lara tied a career high
three hits. Auer went 2-for-4
with a run and an RBI. Ryan
Lormand had three hits for
Houston and Matt Murphy
two hits and two RBis.
The Knights pulled one
run closer in the ninth inning
off an RBI infield single by
Colfu Arnold. That hit put
runners on the comers with
two outs, bringing the goahead run to the plate in

Brown, who leads UCF in
home runs and RBis. But he
couldn't come through in the
clutch, grounding out to first
base to end the game.
Bergman said there is no
way to absolutely correct his
team's continued failure to hit
with runners in scoring position; they just have to do it.
The Knights left eight runners on base in Saturday's
loss, but most of those came
early as the game was basically over when the Cougars
scored seven runs in the
fourth inning, all off of UCF
starting pitcher Mitch Houck.
The Knights and Cougars
entered the decisive inning
tied at 1-1 after UCF's Eric
Kallstrom hit a home run in
the top of the fourth. The bottom of the inning started very
monotonous as Lormand
reached on an infield single
and Chris Wallace flew out to
left. Houck had Lormand
picked off of first base for
what looked to be the second
out, but Lormand did not go
back to first and instead kept
going to second But Brown's
throw from first was
extremely high and Lormand
was able to slide in safely.
From that point forward,
Houck unraveled.
. The next seven Cougars
reached base, scoring seven
runs and highlighted by tWorun hits from Pounds and
Bryan 'Tully;.

Now leading 8-1, UCF's
offense disappeared. Only
two Knights reached base
over the final five innings.
"They put a seven spot up
on the board and we just
rolled over," Bergman said in
a press release."
Houck lasted just 3.1
innings, .ending a string of
four straight starts in which
he went at least six innings.
Ty Stuckey was very solid on
the mound for Houston, permitting one run in seven
innings with seven strikeouts.
Eric Kallstrom had two of
the Knights' seven hits and
drove in the lone run. Pounds
and Tully combined to score
three runs and drive in five
for the Cougars.
The Knights hoped to
avoid being swept for the first
time this season in Sunday's
series finale, but results were
not available at press time. A
recap will be available ih
Wednesday's edition of the
Future.
The Knights will begin a
five-game home stand this
week with a couple of games
versus their top rivals. They
will face South Florida on
Tuesday, followed by Stetson
on Wednesday. Both contests
will start at 6:30 p.m. The
Knights will then look to
claim its first conference
series of the year when they
face Memphis for three
games at Jay Bergman Field
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OUR STANCE

Chalk is for kids,
Registration l>ased not for controversy

on faulty reasoning
I

•

t has been a little more
than a year since UCF
decided to put limitations
on multiple-term registration.
When you go to register for
classes, as pretty much everybody except for graduating seniors is doing right about now,
you may fall into one of two
different categories. One is like
flying first class, while the
other is very much like coach.
Only certain people qualify
for this special first class, such
as honors students, athletes and
- the change that caused the
ruckus a year ago - anyone
with a 3.5 or higher GPA
Of course, before the change,
everyone got the chance to
experience the helpfulness of
being able to plan out an entire
year's worth of classes in one
swoop. Some people liked the
prospect of being able to simply
plan out everything at once, so
there would be time to change
things around for the spring
. while still in the spring or summer of the year before. It was
the option that counted
And then it all changed. For .
the second end-of-the-year registration in a row, if you don't
have a 3.5 or higher GPA, you
are limited to signing up only
for classes for that year's summer and fall semester.
You are shuffled back to the
coach section of th~ analogical
airplane.
The defense for this change
was that it helped the students
with higher GPAs further their
academic success.
Just as it was then, there is
still now a fundamental problem with this thought.

First and foremost, it
assumes that someone with a
high GPA is automatically a
better student. While GPA does
serve as a measure of how
someone has been doing in
classes as far as grades go, it
serves little to no good in
telling how much effort has
been put into classes.
In general education classes
and classes without curves, one
student may very well work
hard all semester and end up
with a C, and another student,
who might be more academically talented, could slack off
and still get an A
There are a ton of variables
that go into determining if a
student is a "good" student or
not. GPA is one of those, but so
is learning ability, jobs, living
and family conditions. Because
there are so many different
variables going into it, judging a
student worthy of a perk such
as multiple-term registration
based simply on GPA is useless
But more importantly, it
adds more burden to the stu- .
dents who could really use the
perk in the first place to turn
their academic success around
and raise their GPAs. It makes
it difficult for them to get the
classes they need to improve
themselves.
Allowing students to registf
for three semesters at once let
them have time to adjust sche<
ules and plan everything in
their lives to fit with their clas
es: Not to mention that the
extra planning coµld help
students graduate on time. It
was not too long ago when th1
common joke of "UCF stands

or U Can't Finish" was eerily
rue.
This is why the now year-old
.wstem of allowing only those
with high GPAs to register early
tieeds to change. There are
multiple options available for
this change, too.
One option would be to drop
the multiple-term registration
system altogether and go back
to single-term registration for
everyone. Put everyone back on
the same level. While this may
not help with the whole
"planning out your future"
thing, at least doing this would
kill off the blatant unfairness
involved with only letting those
perceived as "good students"
get the first dibs on classes.
The other option would be
to open it back up for everyone.
Let all students have the option
to sign up for classes three
semesters at a time.
The complaints about the
system could be .e asily fixed.
Students are signing up for the
same class in two semesters
just in case they fail once, you
say? Then change the online
system so it does not allow that.
Another complaint is that
students reserve classes for
friends who have later registration dates. Well FYI: students
do that even.with singlesemester registration.
One way or anothei:, the systern needs to be changed for
the sake of the fairness and academic prowess ofUCF
students. We urge the administration to look again at this
hair-brained policy and show
that they have the best interest
of all UCF students at heart.

Many hurdl~s to
Olyntpic decision
T

he Olympics have always
been seen as a unifier for

the world
Instead of engaging in politics
and strife, countries come together
to compete in feats ofspeed,
strength and skill It is the ultimate
utopia, where things are settled on
a track or a field and not in a trench.
But, sadly, a conundrum bas
once again returned to the 2008
summer Olympics.
· The reason is that the location
ofthe event, Beijing, sits in the heart
ofa country that is currently a
hotbed ofpolitical unrest
Various civil and human rights
.violations have been called into
question by the world community.
The most recent to rear its ugly
head is the current protest in the
Tibet area
Protesters, who have been
harshly silenced by the government
following their nonviolent direct ·
action, have now angrily turned to
more violent and outspoken tactics,
sparking severe riots that are met
with even harsher government
crackdowns.

••

Severe civil rights violations
have also been questioned. such as
the censorship of journalists and
the Internet within the country; all o
ofwhich directly contradict the values ofthe more democratic and
free United States.
And harsh governmental~
goating, such as blaming the Dalai
Lama for the country's internal
problems, is absolutely pathetic.
In addition to these violations,

th4

In 1936, the summer Olympic
the environmental concerns
8ffies were hosted in Nazi.-constem from superior athletes~
tolled Berlin,. At those games,
fonning in a country with such
severely polluted air abound ne
~ite much debate, the United
question ofwhy the Olympic Com- Sites decided to attend During
tbse games, the historic victory of
mittee chose a country with M·
haps the most polluted air in the
.fican-American Jesse Owens
world in the first place still rerruins, Sbcked a German society that had
1fe idea they were superior to all
and it is absolutely understandable
er races.
to see why any athlete would~
We proved that despite political
to perform in such disgusting cpnditions.
1!lrest, showing up and letting our
~shine is the best way to
So here are the United
options. option A. we boycott e
· 1'resent the U.S. and all it stands
games and do not send athlet
fl: It showed that good can come
bm participating and showing
Option B, we attend the games o
show them what an awesome
tat democracy and freedom can
sll win in the end .
country we are - democratic d
all
So the question is on the table:
A look at some ofthe past
piai:dowedoforthe2008
Olympic games reminds us that the p:ympic games? Do we go and
United States bas been faced with
~that democracy works, like
this same kind of disheartening sit~did in 1936, or do we make a
uation before. History b~ u5
bid stance by not showing up, as
two different examples in which
lI980?
our coUntry took action and stood
The question is difficult to
up against human rights violations.
, but one thing is for sure:
In 1980, the summer Olympic
c . i s not keeping its end ofthe
games were hosted by the Soviet
Union in M9SCQw..T he United
The country promised to tum
States led a massive, worldwide
~ around by repairing civil,
protest against the games because
hnlan and environmental issues if
ofthe Soviet military's actions in
iwon the Olympic bid to host The
Afghanistan in 1979.
~ic Committee has granted
The boycott weakened the
:hijing leaders that request, and
Olympics, with nearly halfthe
fiw they need to keep their
countries that nonnally participate
rd and implement democratic
not showing up. The move was
~ges.
incredibly symbolic, telling the
If reforms do not begin taking
Soviet Union that we would rather
pee inimediately, an all-out
boycott the Olympics than support
bycott seen::i.S absolutely justitheir country.
td in our opinion.

Three days or more each
week, my busy schedule
requires me to wake up at the
earliest of early hours, rush
through my morning routine
and head out to take on life at
full force.
I would never consider
myself to be a grumpy morning person, and I'm not usually high-tempered, but when
I'm walking around the campus at the crack of dawn,
nothing makes me boil like seeing chalk
vandalism on the sidewalks.
_ It seems to happen once a month,
and just like a poorly written script, it
always goes down the same way.
Super-Opinionated Student Organization X decides that having a free
-speech/free assembly campus isn't
enough and that their teeny-tiny voices
still aren't being heard.
·
''No one is listening to us! What in
heavens can we do?" says .Organization
Member No. l. There's an eruption of
debate and argument among the
patrons.
A number of well-thought, forward-.
thinking ideas are thrown around like
kernels of popcorn being heated in a
microwave. Some yell, "Let's write to
our senators and representatives!" while
others retort ''No, no, no, let's print and
distribute informative fliers and pamphlets that explain our cause!"
Everyone is shouting, and no one can
truly be heard until one man bangs his
fist on a table, immediately stopping the
madness and bringing the entire crowd
to silence.
"I've GOT IT!" he cheers. '1.et's buy
$10 worth of sidewalk chalk and vandalize all of campus with messages pertaining to our cause! We'll use lots of
aggressive language so that people will
get angry and excited about what we
have to say. But let's not do this in public. I don't know how legal this type of
activity is, so we'll do it at night when
no one is around."
Every head in the crowd begins to
give nods of approval as the group
leader's diabolical plan is finally conceived
The night falls and Super-Opinionated Student Organization X begins its
dirty deed The members finish within
hours and look upon their chalk-written
messages with satisfaction.

In the morning, students will
read those chalk messages and
respond with anger, disgust and
annoyance or simply pass them
by withoµt notice.
Jump ahead to mid-afternoon
later that day. Everyone has seen
the wash-away vandalism, but
no one ifi more annoyed and
perturbed than Super-Opinionated Student Organization Y, a
campus club with ideas and
opinions exactly opposite of
Organization X
It doesn't take long for them to for~ulate a plan that involves buying $10
worth of chalk and further vandalizing
the school with messages that rival
those of Organization X
Skip forward about one week, and
organizations A and B have decided that
with all the chalk writing going on, they
want their piece of the action. So both
go about writing huge advertisements
for their club meetings and socials. Soon
enm,1gh, every block of concrete is covered in Crayola, and the situation developing between X. Y, A and B is starting
to look like a Super Nintendo controller.
Chalk vandalism is nonsense. Anonymous vandalism already shows signs of
weakness in character, seeing as how a
person who does so doesn't have the
gumption to reveal his or her identity.
Alright, alright, technically speaking,
sidewalk chalk is not considered ''vandalism" at UCF due to its mild and
wash-awayable nature.
But in my mind, smearing a sidewalk
with chalk is even less respectable than
writing phone numbers on bathroom
walls. Not only are "chalkers" afraid of
revealing their identity, but they're so
afraid of the consequences of being
caught that they choose an erasable
medium that will surely be dissolved by
a single rainfall.
This is my advice to anyone who
thinks chalk vandalism is a good idea:
Don't waste your time. Don't waste your
money.
Sidewalk chalk is for children who
want to play tic-tac-toe. If you think your
cause is valid and noteworthy, you
should find a decent and respectable
way to let your voice be heard ·
Writing what you believe in chalk on
a sidewalk only makes me think that
your cause is about as important as a
game of hopscotch.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

"How is class registration
going?" .

Stat~

MELODIE GARDNER

ALEXSPERN

Senior, English Literature

Senior, Creative Writing

"I just got right on and was able
to sign up for all the classes I
wanted right away."

"For a final semester, this one was
effortless. Igot exactly the classes
I wanted and needed. No fuss, no
muss."

JESSICA CLARK
· Sophomore, Chemistry

"It's a little frustrating that classes
are so hard to get into. Science
classes are filled up easily, and it
. makes you go through override
processes."

REGINALD WEAMS

MICHALA FABRIZI

MARISSA FLOOD

Freshman, Sports Management

Freshman, Mathematics

Freshman, Early Childhood Education

"I didn't sign up for my classes. My

adviser did it for me."

"I haven't even thought about it
yet." .

"My enrollment date isn't until
next week."

•

The Future encoura1es comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor slbuld not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them onl.ine
at www.Centra/Floridli_uture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIH"IONS

RATES
~

~

100
125
150
175
200
225
250

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Tune
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

C
C

C
B
B
B
A
A
B

25 For Sale: Automotive

B

50 For Sale: General
75 For Sale: Pets
Services
00 Announcements

A

Traver
00 Worship
Mlsc:ellaneous
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Rate A

Rate B

~

$6
$4

$9
$6

$18
s12

A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

B
A
B
B
B
B

·Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

~ HELP WANTED:
~General
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

ASST TO PRESIDENT!
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call 321-277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com
Receptionist- $7-$9/hr. FT/PT. Fun,
outgoing personality and reliability a
must. Possibility for bonus. Fun work
environment, summer availability a
must. Call 1-800-688-7705 x 4069

Child Care in my home in
Windermere. Twins 4 yrs. old.
Flex. hrs. $12/hr.
Email amixners@aol.com
Order Takers - Major telecomm
company is now hiring competitve
individuals. Full training and
advancement opportunities available.
Earn $400-800 a week. Call Laurie
today (702) 671-0042
Staff Accountant: Accounting graduate
finishing 5th year on public track for
downtown Orlando CPA firm.
Send resume to albert@mixnerco.com.
Flyer distribution people needed. Must
have transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Summer Jobs

Finish your college degree while
serving in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get
hands-on experience and an additional
paycheck every month. In the U.S.
Army Reserve, you will train near
home and serve when needed. Earn
up to $24,012 for college costs and
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year,
plus enlistment bonuses up to $20,000.
To find out more, call 407-281-1274

-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT days and evenings,
flex hrs. Immediate openin9s.
Call 407-616-3296

Get Paid to Playl
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

Looking for extra cash? Find it in herel
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view
all ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

2 HOMES FOR RENTI
4/2 homes available August 1, 2
Ashington Park. 2 Car Gara
$1700/rno. + util. 561-312-9
1 Home and 1 Town Home avail th
approx 2-3 miles from UCF. Ho is
4bdrm/2bath w/2 car garage.
Home is 3bdrm/2.5bath w/1
garage. Please call 954-663-6 .
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townh s
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard I.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmai m

Exp. babysitter for 7 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborn in Winter Park. Must be
avail. during summer. Afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a +.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. Ref req.

Ideal PfT job for students
Appointment Setters Wanted M-F
6-9pm.
$8/hr. $10/show. No selling involved.
Casselberry area. Call 407-339-3000

Short or Long-Term 3/2
on Woodbury. Corner lot across
woods. Pets ok. W/D Great locat !!
Avail ASAP $1500/mo 407-758-

MARKET RESEARCH

Beautiful 5 bdrm hous
Screened in porch, near UCF a
VCC. 2 car garage, W/D $1495/
Short-term OK, Pets OK 813-9
7427

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office
NEVER SALES
• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by Spm
• Off Friday and Saturday nights
·About 16-20 hours/wk
• $8 & up

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

Call Donna

407-671-7143

www.workforstudents.com

Dillards

12-we~k Summer

·11ll' Style oi Your Liie.

Internship Program

Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
conscious Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
wi~e of the nation's largest fashion apparel ret.allers.

For consideration, please forward resume by mail to
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, Fl. 32771
Or fax to 407-302-3603.

Family Care Mgr - Provides case
mgmnt to at-risk children and families
in child welfare svcs; responsibilities
include assessment, planning, linking,
monitoring and advocacy; requires
accurate and timely documentation;
must establish sound working
relationships with DCF and court
personnel; min. of 1 yr. of social svcs.
or child welfare exp. and a BA degree
in Human Svcs. required. Apply
LifeStream Behavioral Ctr. 515 W.
Main St. Leesburg or online at www.lsbc.net DFWP/EOE
LifeStream is offering an exciting
opportunity to join an Intensive
Recovery Team that provides
services to persons with severe mental
illness.We are hiring for the following
positions:

Case Managers and Therapists
Apply at 515 W. Main St. Leesburg or
at www.lsbc.net, DFWP/EOE

COMPANY SEEKS PERSON TO
TIVO LOCAL COMMERCIALS FOR
MARKETING STUDY . PLEASE CALL
905-827-2898 X 408 or EMAIL
sjenkinson@cartergroup.ca

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

You spend a third
of your life at work.
You shouldn1 t spend the
other two-thirds dreading it.

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Cirde FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, Fl. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfmnt, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 3 and
leaves Wednesday, August 13.
Call

Now Hiring*
For more information, contact:
Lauren Craft
1900 Howell Branch Road

407-697-5710

L11ren_Craft@embarqmail.com

Suite 100

Winter Park, FL 32792

American f amily Li~ Assuta1l<:e Comp.a:11y of Columbus (Aflbic)
Worldwide Headquarters • 1932 -wynntoo Road • Columbus, Georgia 31999

407-295-0080

aflac.com

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

'"Aflac agents tJ.re independent agents and are paid solely by commission. See Auociote's Agree~ent.

The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food & Beverage Cashier·
Food & Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets· College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Hpplg now:

Create your own schedule an ork
from home! Great pay w/ be itsl
Visit website
www.mybenefitsplus.com/405 45,
then call 407-403-3989 for mo nfo.
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOB OM
Paid Survey Takers Neede
Orlando. 100% FREE to I
Click on Surveys.
J.W. & Watts Financial Cons ts
$$$ NEED A LOAN $$$
CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-29 850
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, H

·/

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
J
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM an'i 4 PM
Wet'n Wild Hun:ian Resources ,
6200 International Drive· OrlaJildq, FL,32819
(407) 354-2085 • F

(407) 345-1005

412.5 pool home for rent off
University near Suntree, 5 mi
from UCF. Avail June 1st,
$475/bdrm + util. Lawn, trash a
pool svc Incl. Call 407-758-85

3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included. Larry_UCF@yahoo.com
UCF AREA- 4/212
W/D incl. $1200 Avail ASAP
407-948-8409
Have Half a 3/2 House to Yourself!!
Incl. 2 private 12x12 sized rooms and
private bath. Shared living, dining rm
and kitchen. 2 car garage, W/D incl.
$750/month Pets OK. 702-416-4159

UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net
Small apt. $600/mo All Util, Cable, HIS
Internet incl. private entrance.good for
one person. chuluota. 4073654281
leave a message. cell 4073415400.
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$775 and $900 rent, first mo. security
deposit Call 321-536-5430
Townhouse for rent. 2B/2.5B/1garage.
Hawthorne Glen. Security, Wash/Dryer
included. Avail May 5. (407) 929-0792.
CONDO - Hunter's Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $1000/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings
in unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available Aug 1~t. Call 407-230-2219

MUST SEE!!!
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

2 rooms avail. on Dean/Colonial
$415.00 p/mon & $445.00 p/mo
w/private entrance. 5 min from U
close to 408 & 417. util & high spe
internet included, tile floors. Secur
deposit is $400.00. 321-442-520

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmall.com

Perfect House for Students.
Beautiful spacious 4 Bedroom
home on large lot 3 ml. from UC
$2000/mo. Inc. all utilities, wlrele
Internet. 407-718-1273 or 850-44
4217

212 Condo Near UCF for rent on
Alafaya. New Appliances, Alarm
System, Pool, Tennis, No Pets.
$850/month + secuirty deposit.
407-366-7663

The

LOF

3/2 house, 2 car garage, completely
furnished, pool table, big screen,
screened por~h. community pool, quiet
safe street. Waterford Lakes estates.
Two male UCF juniors looking for third
roommate. $575 mo. all utilities incl.
215-588-7625 John

$425/mo all util incl in a 4/3
1 M or F needed Nice Alafaya Woods
home. Avail ASAP Brian 321-948-3063
or Ted 407-496-3458
Room available in spacious home with
pool 3 miles from UCF. $465/mo
includes elec, cable, hi-speed internet,
water, maid service, etc. Steve 305281-3104 scasios76@aol.com
Short Term Summer Sublease
Rooml in Village at Science Drive. F
only. Discounted price of $500/mo.
Avail Now-July 31,08. 813-907-9475
2 Female Roommates Wanted for
4/2 Spacious house In beautiful
Waterford Lakes. 5 miles from UCF.
$500/mo Incl all utll & h.s internet.
863-398-6398 or 407-282-7774.
F to share 4.5 house behind UCF in
Regency Park. Wireless intrnt, cable,
W/D, walk-in closet, spacious room,
nice neighborhood. Rent $400 plus
split utilities. Contact Naty at 407-6837413 or natyp84@gmail.com.
Reduced Rent- taking care of lawn
care, pool, handy man svcs. Near
UCF and VCC. Must be responsible,
professional. $99/month 813-

964-7427

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

2 ROOMS FOR RENT!
in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, utilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
to UCFI $550/mo (954)-649-4933
Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

(
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LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in

a

house with Pool, sorned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427
Room for rent available NOW In
beautiful house off 50 and Rouse.
$500 Includes utllltles. Must be
clean and pet friendly. Short term
leases are negotiable. Contact
Luisa: 954-864-6271,
lkapanama86@hotmall.com

,.

Roomate wanted to share house with 2
graduate students. 3 bed, 2
bath, wireless internet; digital cable,
backyard, close to UCF and other
colleges. $415 for 12 months or $450
for 9 months. Utilities are split ·
between the number of
·
roomates. Available May 1st. Call
Noel for more information 561-3022998 or e-mail nmarie39@aol.com.

Roommates Needed - 5 bedroom/2.5
bath house - minutes from campus nice neighborhood - spacious rooms Rent $450 - all utilities included Available 08/01 - Contact Laura @ 386416-9308
Highpoint Club Apartments.
Share 212 with W/D, Gym & Pool
$550 Mo. TopC9@hofmail.com
561-797-7171
1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com

RENTER NEEDED to Sublease 1 BD
in a 4BD/4BA Apt. Jefferson Lofts.
Starting May 1st. Call 904-535-2845

1/1 in a 4/4 avail. ASAP in Pegagsus
Connection. $535/month includes
utilities, internet.cable, basktball crt,
pool, gym, fr~e tanning, frees shuttle to
UCF.Call Julia for more info 561-3191902
2 CLEAN rooms in a 4x4 avail. for
sublease April/May-July!!
Room & apt.
furnished! Utilities included. $525.00
each per month! 1st month FREEi For
details call (727.) 418-2366
Female wanted to assume sublease
at 414 in Jefferson Lofts on Colonial
and Alafaya. 565/month 080
utllltles Included. Available May1Aug. Call for detal!s. (954) 253-2014
tanlasluna@yahoo.com
F for 4/4 in Boardwalk May 1 - July 31.
$500/mo incl util, washer/dryer, pool
FULLY FURNISHED, Shuttle to UCF
Email: Laurenboardwalk@g~ail.com

Donate. Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

)"-J·~

\---'

f

FEMALE WANTED to take over
lease of a fully furnished 1/1 In a 414
at Pegasus Landing. Available May
1 or sooner. $51 O/month. All utlllties
Incl. & gated community. Call 954494-3689 or e-mail
MichelleBaldlno@gmall.com
Sublease Needed May thru August
$535/mo including util. Fully furnished
room with private bathroom. Call Aviva
at 954-253-8022 for details.

$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, tow_nhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pools, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049
SOMMER 2008: Pegasus Landing apt
avail. Females Only; Move in May,
ONLY pay for June & July's rent;
$525/mo! uctapt4summer@gmail.com
or (727) 267-8099
TWO BUDS? 2 Furnished rooms
w/walk-in closets avail. in 4/4! Utilities.shuttle to UCF, and FREE FOOD incl.@ $485/mo.each. Avail. 4/30-8i3.
CALL MEgan @ 941-284-2708.

2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgrades and ci.menities. Contact
954-444-3854 or 407-319-5538

) $180/mo.
~ · ,,--...

t,
r-~

v v~

Ski Lake 3/2/2
9 yrs new, 3/4 acre, $319,000 Close to
UCF. 407-947-1390
Chuluota - 3/2/1, lg bonus room, & wet
bar, 1900 sq ft._ new paint, tile floors,
fenced yard, great college home, no
HOA, $189,000, Jean Scott, Keller
Williams (owner/agent) 407-765-2912.
I will make an offer oh your hQllle
todayl Call Alan at 407-299-2146
College Condo Specialist
UCF, Full Sail, Valencia, Rollins
Call Richard Ritterpusch
RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-808-7987

. ~~-··
Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 AlafayaTrail Suite 500 Orlando
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RENT TO OWN!
CREDIT NO PROBLEM!
3/2/2 1,744 sq ft. Move in ready.
Twin Rivers Subdivison. $239,900.
Recorded jnfo 321-281-6543. Pies and
more at www.ButlerSellsHouses.com
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Pegasus Pointe. 1 b/1 I:> in a 2b/2b, bath
in bedrm. utl included. Call Jessie at
352-279-2640.
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no ·repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/ ·
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 "M'A'S'H"
setting
6 Recedes
10 Lose clarity
14 Motionless
15 Spiteful
16 Egg-shaped
1 7 Halifax location
19 Produce skin
20 Do ushering
21 Citrus fruit drink
23 Said again and
again
27 Radiance
28 Finished
29 Distress signal
31 Clairvoyants
32. Electric eye,
e.g.
35 Crumb bum
37 Gore and Smith
38 Floral badge
40 Eggs to Nero
43 Printing
process, briefly
44 Football team
46 Plains tent
@ 2008 Tritmne Madia Services, Inc.
4f7/D8
49 Slangy
AU right& re&Qf'Ved..
affirmative
51 Repair
S A L E
D 0 B
10 Predict
52 Indian and
11 Fly in an aircraft ICES
Pacific
OP A
· 54 Digressions
12 Ire
T H A T
13 Church officers
57 Apparition
A 0 N E
18 Hep character
59 Cake layer
22 Edible marine
60 Slick with a
mollusk
stick
23 Bonheur or
61 Dreadnought
Parks
66 Lascivious look
24 Daredevil
67 Toledo's lake
Knievel
68 March King
69 Byrnes and Hall 25 Writes
26 Distribute in
70 Marsh grass
small quantities
71 Foe
R 0 0 E
30 D runkard
E R I E
DOWN
33 Show ttie ropes
1 Relatives
to
D E A R
2 Lennon's lady
34 Decompose
3 RPM word
36 Shoshone
Last issue solved
39 Bashful
4 Graphite
40 Stove chamber
removers
56 Fliers in V 's
5 Perplexed
41 Jacket slit
46 Overbalance
58 Foal's mom
6 Hams it up
42 Common
47 Reverberated
62 Equal score
conjunctions
7 Wager
48 Pale and sickly
63 Shade o f 'color
43 Not quite
8 Get-out-of-jail
looking
64
Doctrine
money
ringers
50 Tap ped g ently
65 Discharge a
9 Symbol of
45 Aussie tennis
53 Not drun k
debt
slowness
great Roy
55 Zilch

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

How to lead a less STRESSFUL life
and still be successful?
Receive 50% off on April 19 event
with this coupon
www.HappineX.org
352-871-6614

Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view
all ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view
all ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified
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VILLAGE

AT

SCIENCE DRIVE

THE

VILLAGE

AT

ALAFAYA CLUB

l

407 .384. 7080

407.482.9990

2913 Einstein Way
thevillageatsciencedrive.com

3100 Alafaya Club Drive
thevillageatalafayaclub.com
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